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Chapter 731 - Saint Light Zither & Chi Yin Hand Fan (2) 

No wonder the old man’s stall is quiet, the prices are at stakes by this old man too high. 

If the price of this stone cut was hundreds of times the usual price, then how much the Chi Yin Hand Fan 

and Saint Light Zither would charge, maybe the price would be insane. 

It should be noted that 30 Purple Profound Crystals is an immense number, even a powerful Duke who 

is in this Kunlun Holy Land does not have more than a hundred Purple Profound Crystals in their family. 

Just imagine a great power like Duke alone does not have a large number of Purple Profound Crystals, 

how could this old man sell something like this at such an exorbitant price. 

People definitely wouldn’t want to buy a junk stone like this for 30 Purple Profound Crystals. 

Even if the price was 1 Purple Profound Crystal, people would definitely still bid for this. 

There wasn’t a fool who wanted to waste Purple Profound Crystals on item-making materials, it was 

better for them to buy the finished item right away, it would be cheaper than buying a piece of stone 

like this. 

"I’m not joking with you, I already said the price of that thing, if you don’t want to buy it then just leave 

here." This old man indifferently drove Ye Chen away from this place. 

Ye Chen’s face turned black when he listened to what this old man just said, it was unexpected that this 

old man was so indifferent like this in doing business. 

This old man doesn’t seem willing to do business with Ye Chen, if this old man doesn’t want to do 

business, then what does this old man really want come here. 

"Hey old man, I’m here to buy your things, why are you so indifferent like that, don’t you want payment 

from me?" Ye Chen started to raise his tone while speaking to this old man. 

Ye Chen wanted to buy the Chi Yin Hand Fan and Saint Light Zither that this old man had, no matter 

what happened Ye Chen had to get what he wanted. 

When he heard Ye Chen’s high note, this old man finally wanted to open the little eyelids he had. 

"Listen, young man, I’m not here on business, I’m here to wait for someone, so don’t bother me 

anymore." This old man drove Ye Chen away from this place. 

It turned out that from the start this old man did not want to do business with Ye Chen, it turned out 

that this old man was waiting for someone. 

"You.. . "Ye Chen is a little dissatisfied with the answer this old man gave, if indeed this old man doesn’t 

want to do business then why would this old man set up a small stall in this place?. 

"Husband, calm down for a moment." Seeing Ye Chen being dissatisfied with this old man, Zhao Yanyan 

tried to calm Ye Chen down. 



Ye Chen tried to restore his composure, as Zhao Yanyan said, he shouldn’t be provoked by this old man’s 

words. 

"Sir, are you really unwilling to sell the things that are in this place? ",Zhao Yanyan asked if this old man 

really didn’t want to sell the things that were in this place. 

"Young lady, didn’t I tell your husband that I don’t sell the things that are here." Just like the treatment 

that Ye Chen received before, this old man also looked indifferent to Zhao Yanyan. 

"Can you tell, the reason you don’t sell the things that are here," asked Zhao Yanyan to the old man 

sitting in front of her. 

"It’s because the things in front of me are not mine." This old man told Zhao Yanyan, Ye Chen and Ye Xiu 

that the things in front of him didn’t belong to him. 

"Huh, not your property, if this isn’t your thing then whose is it? "Ye Chen is confused why this old man 

said that this item is not his property. 

If these items don’t belong to this old man, then who do these belongings belong to, are these stolen 

items that this old man stole from someone and wants to return to the person who owns these things?. 

"All of these items are not mine, all of the items in this place are waiting for their owners to pick them 

up." This old man told Ye Chen that these items were waiting for the chosen master to pick them up. 

"You mean the things that are here waiting to be picked up by the master who will use them?", Ye Chen 

asked the old man in front of him. 

"That’s very true, that’s why I will never sell this to you," The old man told Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Ye 

Xiu if he would never sell this thing to anyone. 

"But if you are able to make these things yours, then I will give them to you." This old man said that he 

would give all the items that Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu could take away. 

"Are you serious?" Ye Chen said to the old man in front of him. 

"Of course I’m serious, what’s the point of me lying to all of you, please try your luck with any of these 

things." The old man said to Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu to try their luck at becoming users of 

artifacts and items. the item in front of them. 

"Then I will no longer hesitate." Ye Chen chuckled at the old man in front of him. 

Ye Chen couldn’t wait to get all the things in front of him, Ye Chen was very sure that he could get all of 

this very easily. 

It was not only Ye Chen who was interested in this, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu turned out to be interested 

in this. 

Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu started looking around, they were looking for an object they were attracted to. 

Zhao Yanyan immediately saw an ugly zither covered in dust, from a glance Zhao Yanyan felt a familiar 

feeling from this ugly zither. 



Maybe this was because her female instincts told her that this zither had such a great power. 

On the other side, Ye Xiu currently went to look at the hand fan that was in front of her. 

Ye Xiu felt very interested in this fan which was full of dust, she thought this hand fan was beautiful and 

very good, maybe this was suitable if used by Ye Xiu. 

Ye Xiu started to take the Chi Yin Hand Fan in her hand, when Ye Xiu started to take the Chi Yin Hand Fan 

and started to infuse her profound energy into the Chi Yin Hand Fan, suddenly the Chi Yin Hand Fan 

started trembling slightly in Ye Xiu’s hand. 

Ye Xiu was quite surprised to see this, she didn’t know what had happened until the fan in her hand was 

shaking like this. 

When the Chi Yin Hand Fan trembled, a light began to envelop the Chi Yin Hand Fan, in no time all the 

dirt around the Chi Yin Hand Fan disappeared and left a hand fan that looked very beautiful. 

While Zhao Yanyan also started touching the Saint Light Zither, Zhao Yanyan began to enter her 

profound light into the Saint Light Zither. 

When Zhao Yanyan did this, the Saint Light Zither he was holding also gave off a light like Ye Xiu. 

Chapter 732 - Queen True Identity (1) 

The Saint Light Zither that previously looked ugly began to turn into a Zither that had a golden glow and 

emitted a yellowish glow. 

The old man in front was quite surprised by what was going on, it was unexpected that these two 

artifacts would react when Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu took them. 

Right beside Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu, Ye Chen saw what was going on, from wherever these two 

artifacts seemed to have recognized Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu as masters. 

That meant that these two artifacts would belong to Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu. 

Ye Chen of course was very happy when he saw this, he was proud to see Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu able 

to make Saint Light Zither and Chi Yin Hand Fan recognize both of them as masters. 

The people who happened to be nearby saw what had just happened, they had just seen a rare 

occurrence when there was an artifact of high rank that recognized someone as a Master. 

Now the Saint Light Zither and the Chi Yin Hand Fan which previously looked ugly and ugly became like 

new items that could attract the eye of anyone who saw them. 

"It’s so pretty." Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu simultaneously praised the Saint Light Zither and the Chi Yin 

Hand Fan in their hands. 

The two of them seemed to really like this, they looked very happy with the Saint Light Zither and Chi Yin 

Hand Fan they had just obtained. 

"Congratulations to the two of you on getting those two things" the old man congratulated Zhao Yanyan 

and Ye Xiu. 



Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu smiled at the old man. "Sir, thank you for your kindness, we will take good care 

of this thing." Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu thanked the old man who was in front of them. 

Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu even promised to take good care of this thing. 

"You two don’t need to be thankful like that, it’s precisely I who should be thankful to you, thanks to you 

the tasks I have are becoming less and less." The old man thanked Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu, thanks to 

both his duties were decreasing. 

. 

. 

. 

Meanwhile, Ye Chen was currently trying his luck with other artifacts that were in this place. 

Although the other artifacts that this old man possessed were not as good as the Saint Light Zither and 

Chi Yin Hand Fan that Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu had just obtained . 

Still this old man’s artifact was quite good when compared to the shops around here. 

Ye Chen started trying to use his profound energy to awaken these artifacts, unfortunately what Ye 

Chen was doing was pointless, all the artifacts he tried to directly resist Ye Chen. 

All the artifacts rejected Ye Chen mercilessly, Ye Chen’s face was a little unsightly when he saw himself 

being repelled repeatedly by the artifacts he was trying to obtain. 

"Master, why are you trying these artifacts, don’t you already have the Heavenly Armor and Divine Yin 

Yang Sword, there is no way small artifacts like this would want to admit you as a master, these artifacts 

must be afraid of the Heavenly Armor and Divine Yin Yang Sword that you have. "Chu Yuechan told Ye 

Chen that there was no use trying to obtain this kind of thing. 

It seems that what Chu Yuechan said has a point as well, he already has the Heavenly Armor and Divine 

Yin Yang Sword, it is no longer possible for these artifacts to acknowledge Ye Chen as their Master. 

Ye Chen put back the artifact he had just taken out, he decided to stop trying to get hold of one of these 

artifacts. 

"Are you two done, when it’s finished , let’s go" Ye Chen asked if Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu had finished 

looking at what was in this place. 

"We’re done, let’s go." Zhao Yanyan told Ye Chen that she and Ye Xiu had finished looking at this old 

man’s shop. 

Ye Chen nodded, Ye Chen invited Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu to leave this place, before Ye Chen Zhao 

Yanyan and Ye Xiu left the old man’s stall, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu again thanked the old man for Saint 

Light Zither and Chi Yin Hand Fan. 

After thanking the old man, Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu continued their search. 

They continued to roam around this place looking for other items that could attract their desire. 



In an instant it was almost noon, the event held by the royal family should have started soon. 

Ye Chen was a little disappointed because he couldn’t find the Ginseng of life edge around here, Ye Chen 

still had no other choice but to ask the Ginseng of life edge from Queen’s hand. 

"Yanyan, little Xiu, let’s go to the event held by the royal family." Ye Chen invited Zhao Yanyan and Ye 

Xiu to the colossal stadium in the middle that they were stepping on. 

"OK, let’s go." Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu quickly agreed, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu had had enough fun at 

this place, now it’s time to see the main show in the event that the royal family will host. 

Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu headed to the colossal stadium, when Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Ye 

Xiu arrived at the entrance to the colossal stadium, both of them were stopped by guards wearing full 

armor. 

"Stop, take out your invitation, without an invitation you are not allowed in," the guard told Ye Chen, 

Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu to issue their invitations. 

Because the space inside is limited, inevitably only certain people are allowed to enter. 

Ye Chen took out the invitation that was given to himself by the Queen servant. 

When the guard accepted Ye Chen’s invitation, they were very surprised to find that this invitation was 

actually a high-ranking invitation specially invited by Queen. 

"Sorry for stopping you, please come inside." After seeing Ye Chen’s invitation, the attitude of the 

guards immediately changed 180 °, they looked very polite to Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu. 

Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu ignored these guards, they immediately entered the colossal stadium, 

when the three of them entered the colossal stadium, they saw that there were already a lot of people 

arriving and occupying the seats available in this place. 

These people were cultivators who came from various Clans, sects, and various places who had quite a 

strong influence in the Kunlun Holy Land . 

"Husband, look, there is a grandfather, let’s go over there." Zhao Yanyan pointed to the direction where 

Wu Ping was, around Wu Ping at the moment there were about a dozen people who were most likely 

from the Wu Clan. 

"Okay, let’s join them together." Ye Chen invited Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu to join the other Wu Clan 

members. 

"Grandpa" after getting close enough to Wu Ping, Zhao Yanyan immediately called out Wu Ping’s name. 

"Yanyan, Ye Chen, did you guys also come to this event? ", Wu Ping was a little surprised when she saw 

Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan coming to this place. 

Wu Ping had previously thought that Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan wouldn’t come to this event. 

"Of course, Ye Chen got a special invitation from Queen, so Ye Chen invited me here." Zhao Yanyan said 

to Wu Ping why they were here. 



As Zhao Yanyan wanted to see what the Queen was like, she wanted to ascertain himself the woman 

who led the royal family. 

Chapter 733 - Queen True Identity (2) 

"Granpa Wu, where is Queen, has she come?" Ye Chen asked Wu Ping about Queen’s whereabouts. 

"Too bad, Queen still hasn’t come, so you can’t find her in this place" Wu Ping Tells Ye Chen that Queen 

is still not here. 

Everyone still hadn’t fully arrived, so Queen still wouldn’t come out to greet all the invited guests. 

"I see, then I have no choice but to wait", Ye Chen had no other choice but to wait. 

"Husband, sister Xiu, let’s find a seat." Zhao Yanyan invited Ye Chen and Ye Xiu to find a seat that was 

still empty. 

It could be seen that the chairs around Wu Ping were already filled with elders from the Wu Clan, so 

there was no longer any vacant space around Wu Ping. 

Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu went to find empty seats that were still nearby in the vicinity of the 

Wu Clan. 

Ye Chen deliberately chose a place that was not too flashy and could see all the angles in this place very 

easily. 

Ye Chen finally found a corner where he could see all the places very easily, it just so happened that this 

place was still close to people from the Wu Clan. 

Ye Chen immediately invited Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu to go to the seats that were previously seen, Ye 

Chen would not let that place be filled by other people. 

Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu finally got the seats that Ye Chen was aiming for. 

Ye Chen felt satisfied when he saw the chair he was aiming for, in accordance with his initial 

expectations. 

Now that Ye Chen can see all corners of this place very easily, this will make it easier for Ye Chen to see 

whatever he wants. 

Meanwhile on Ye Chen’s right and left there were currently Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu. 

The two peerless beauties accompanied Ye Chen’s right and left. 

It can make everyone here jealous when they see this kind of thing. 

The young talents from the Wu Clan continued to look at Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu, they did not expect 

that there would be women as beautiful as Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu who would sit near them. 

The young talents of the Wu Clan wanted to try to get close to Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu, unfortunately 

Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu gave off an aura that kept people as far away from them as possible. 



This made the young talent of the Wu Clan not dare to get too close to Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu, they 

were afraid of getting rejection from these two beauties. 

"Attention, the important guest of the Gates of Eternity Sect has arrived, please make way" when Ye 

Chen is looking around this place, Ye Chen heard an announcement from someone telling people to 

make way for cultivators from the Gates of Eternity Sect. 

When the people from the Gates of Eternity Sect, everyone immediately focused their eyes on the 

people who came from the Gates of Eternity Sect. 

Ye Chen joined in focusing his attention towards the direction where the people from the Gates of 

Eternity Sect had arrived. 

"Xing Mei? "When Ye Chen looked at the people from the Gates of Eternity Sect, Ye Chen found that 

Xing Mei was among the people from the Gates of Eternity Sect. 

"Why is Xing Mei with people from the Gates of Eternity Sect?" Ye Chen didn’t know why Xing Mei was 

with the Gates of Eternity Sect, didn’t Xing Mei previously said that she had nothing to do with the Gates 

of Eternity Sect anymore. 

"Husband, you don’t have to worry like that, I told Xing Mei to return to the Gates of Eternity Sect as a 

spy, so that we can find out what moves the Gates of Eternity Sect is making." Zhao Yanyan immediately 

explained to Ye Chen for Ye Chen didn’t get it wrong. 

"You ordered it?", Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan who was on the side. 

Zhao Yanyan immediately nodded to Ye Chen, she began to briefly explain what plans were in progress. 

Zhao Yanyan sent Xing Mei to spy on all the moves that the Gates of Eternity Sect would make, with Xing 

Mei’s acting talent , Zhao Yanyan was very sure that Xing Mei could become a very great spy. 

Hearing the explanation from Zhao Yanyan, Ye Chen felt very satisfied, Zhao Yanyan was really very 

smart, he really had planned everything very well. 

Now that every move of the Gates of Eternity Sect would be easily noticed, this would make things 

easier. 

The people from the Gates of Eternity Sect immediately went to their place, it just so happened that the 

quarters belonging to the people from the Gates of Eternity Sect had already been prepared by the royal 

family. 

When the people from the Wu Clan saw the arrival of the Gates of Eternity Sect, the people from the 

Wu Clan felt very unhappy, the people from the Wu Clan emitted 

"attention, important guests from Shaolin have arrived, please make way" Again there is a notification 

that people from Shaolin have arrived. 

Everyone looked back at the entrance, when they looked towards the entrance, they saw that there 

were 11 bald people with several dots appearing on their foreheads. 

This is Shaolin, one of the great powers capable of controlling Kunlun Holy Land. 



The young strength that came from Shaolin was no worse than the Gates of Eternity Sect, they probably 

possessed a strength nearly equal to that of the Gates of Eternity Sect. 

Just like the Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin also got a special place that had been prepared by the royal 

family. 

"Attention, the important guests of the Spring Palace have arrived, please make way" was again heard 

by the people who were here. 

When this announcement was heard, the men in this place started to shrink, they began to lower their 

heads so as not to be enchanted by the Succubus who came from the Spring Palace. 

The beauty of the Side Palace was terrifying, they could use an enchantment that could make men go 

crazy over them. 

Once men go crazy about them, you all know what they will do to them :). 

Just like the rumors, the women from Spring Palace are really beautiful and very Sexy, they can easily 

ensnare the men they meet using the capital they have. 

Among the people from the Spring Palace, Ye Chen did not see the existence of Nanhua Caiyi, it seems 

that Nanhua Caiyi did not join this group, if Nanhua Caiyi was not part of the female party of the Spring 

Palace, then where was Nanhua Caiyi at the moment?. 

one by one important people came, the great Clans that served the royal family had also arrived. 

Among them, the Shen Clan, Min Clan, Hu Clan, Wei Clan, Tu Clan, and Yu Clan, these six Clans got the 

position of Duke of the royal family just like the Wu Clan. 

The 7 Great Clans were divided into two major camps, first the Shen Clan stronghold along with the Hu 

Clan, Wei Clan and Tu Clan. 

While the second stronghold is the Wu Clan along with the Yu Clan and Min Clan. 

These two camps do not get along at all, they often fight for something that is quite trivial. 

"Queen, about to enter the premises, everyone is expected to stand up." A louder announcement rang 

out from all over the place. 

Finally what Ye Chen had been waiting for arrived, finally after all this time he was able to see Queen, Ye 

Chen couldn’t wait to see what Queen looked like. 

After this announcement was heard, a beautiful and graceful woman descended from the sky, this 

woman exuded a Queen’s temperament that made people respect her. 

Ye Chen’s jaw opened wide and Ye Chen’s eyes widened when he saw the figure of a woman who had 

descended from the sky, he still couldn’t believe that the woman who had just arrived was the Queen 

who controlled the royal family. 

Chapter 734 - Queen True Identity (3) 



There is no need to ask anymore, Ye Chen of course knows a woman who just came down from the sky, 

2 days ago Ye Chen did something quite amazing with a beautiful and elegant woman who came down 

from the sky. 

"Wow, Queen is really a beautiful and very elegant woman, she deserves to be the Queen who rules the 

entire land." Zhao Yanyan praised Queen who had just come down from the sky, according to Zhao 

Yanyan , Queen was a beautiful and elegant woman, in appearance. again Queen’s aura can make 

someone respect him. 

This made Zhao Yanyan doubt the rumors about the Queen of her grandmother Yu Rou, according to 

her, the Queen that Zhao Yanyan saw at this time was not what her grandmother said. 

"Husband what do you think is not a beautiful woman Queen, are you now more interested in getting 

Queen? ", Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen who was sitting beside her. 

When Zhao Yanyan turned her head towards Ye Chen, she found that Ye Chen was gawking when he 

saw the arrival of the Queen. 

Zhao Yanyan didn’t expect that Ye Chen’s reaction would be like this, she didn’t expect Ye Chen to gawk 

like this when she saw the beauty of Queen. 

"Husband wake up." Zhao Yanyan was forced to slightly nudge Ye Chen to wake Ye Chen from his shock. 

"Yanyan, why are you hitting me like that" Ye Chen complained because Zhao Yanyan hit him. 

"It’s because you were gawking and didn’t listen to what I just said." Zhao Yanyan was a little annoyed 

that Ye Chen didn’t listen to what she just said from the start. 

"Sorry, sorry I didn’t hear you just now, what did you say just now?" Ye Chen asked again what Zhao 

Yanyan just said. 

"I ask you, what do you think Queen, is she beautiful?" Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen. 

"Yes, of course she is beautiful, she is the Queen of the ruler of this land, how could she not be 

beautiful." Ye Chen immediately answered Zhao Yanyan’s question. 

Queen’s identity is of course Zhang Shiyun, all this time Ye Chen has been tricked by Zhang Shiyun, all 

this time it turned out that Ye Chen’s guess was wrong, Zhang Shiyun who was considered by Ye Chen to 

be only Queen’s servant turned out to be the Queen herself. 

Ye Chen still didn’t believe that Queen was the Zhang Shiyun who had been met by Ye Chen twice, 

Zhang Shiyun who was met by Ye Chen was really very, very different from Zhang Shiyun who was 

standing right in front of him. 

Zhang Shiyun in front of Ye Chen was beautiful, graceful and also very dignified. 

Ye Chen continued to stare at Zhang Shiyun, he continued to observe Zhang Shiyun from top to bottom, 

Ye Chen began to doubt that this was Zhang Shiyun, this Zhang Shiyun was very, very different from the 

Zhang Shiyun that Ye Chen knew. 



This is very, very different from Zhang Shiyun who 2 days ago was met by Ye Chen where Zhang Shiyun 

was very sexy and seductive like a hungry Succubus looking for prey. 

The scene 2 days ago when Zhang Shiyun gave him mouth services still remembered very clearly in Ye 

Chen’s memory, Ye Chen still did not believe that it turned out that the one who provided services to his 

younger brother was the Queen he wanted to meet from the start. 

Ye Chen didn’t know whether he should be happy or sad in this matter. 

"Damn, from the start I was tricked by this woman, watch out for you, I won’t let you go." Ye Chen was 

quite annoyed at being tricked by Zhang Shiyun. 

If only Ye Chen knew from the start that Zhang Shiyun was Queen, that night Ye Chen would have 

immediately pushed this woman and did it on the bed. 

After descending from the sky, Zhang Shiyun began to look around this place, he began to see all the 

people who came to fill this place. 

It can be seen that almost all of the invited guests have come here to attend the events organized by the 

royal family. 

"Everyone welcome to the anniversary of the founding of the 5000 year royal family, I am happy 

because until now I have been given the trust to lead all of you." Zhang Shiyun began to make a speech 

in front of everyone in this place. 

The speech that Zhang Shiyun was doing was broadcast all over the place in the Kunlun Holy Land, so 

everyone could see and hear what Zhang Shiyun was saying. 

"I will not mince words any longer, let’s just start the celebration." Zhang Shiyun didn’t seem to want 

too much small talk in her speech, she immediately started this celebration event. 

"Applause. . , Applause. . , Applause. . "People started clapping after hearing Zhang Shiyun’s 

After finishing the speech, Zhang Shiyun sat on her throne at the back. 

After Zhang Shiyun’s words came out, a piece of music began to sound throughout colossal stadium, 

meanwhile there are some female dancers who are very beautiful and have a special charm, starting to 

show their dances to entertain everyone in this place. 

Everyone starts to enjoy the spectacle presented by the royal family, there are a lot of shows that are 

presented by the royal family to everyone who is here, from music, martial arts show, literature and 

much more. 

Unfortunately most people didn’t come here to see these offerings, they came here to see the martial 

arts competition that would be held by the great power that controlled the Kunlun Holy Land. 

The competition that the royal family, Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin will be holding will definitely be 

very exciting, the people in this place can’t wait to see who will be the winner. 

Zhang Shiyun was currently stealing her eyesight towards the direction where Ye Chen was, Zhang 

Shiyun’s gaze never left around Ye Chen’s body. 



Zhang Shiyun did not expect that on Ye Chen’s left and right there would be such a beautiful woman, 

these two women had a beauty that was comparable to hers. 

"Oh, I see, I didn’t expect you to have two beautiful women beside you, it’s no wonder you weren’t 

tempted by this Queen." Zhang Shiyun was annoyed when she found this out, it’s no wonder Ye Chen is 

very difficult to be tempted by her charm, it turns out that Ye Chen has a beautiful woman side. 

"Just watch, I will definitely snatch you from those two women." Zhang Shiyun wanted to snatch Ye 

Chen from Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu side. 

It would be great fun to snatch Ye Chen away from these two beauties. 

Ye Chen felt the gaze from Zhang Shiyun who was sitting on the throne, sensing this gaze Ye Chen 

immediately looked at Zhang Shiyun. 

When Ye Chen looked at Zhang Shiyun, Zhang Shiyun gave a smile and a light glance at him. 

What Zhang Shiyun was doing was very hidden, only Ye Chen discovered the changes made by this 

woman. 

Ye Chen knew that Zhang Shiyun was trying to tease him from afar. 

Seeing this, Ye Chen became convinced that this was really the Zhang Shiyun that Ye Chen had known all 

this time, Zhang Shiyun was actually a Queen who controlled this land. 

Since Queen’s true identity was Zhang Shiyun, this would make it easier for Ye Chen to deal with Queen. 

The show has actually finished, now it’s time for the actual event to start. 

Zhang Shiyun got up from her throne "The opening has been completed, now is the time for the battle 

competition, all young talents from various places will fight to determine who is the best, let’s find out 

who is the strongest young talent" Zhang Shiyun said to everyone that the battle competition was about 

to start. 

Chapter 735 - Martial Competition (1) 

Everyone who was here was immediately excited when they heard the words of the Queen of the line, 

everyone was impatient to see the battle that would occur between the younger generation belonging 

to the royal family, the Gates of Eternity Sect and Shaolin. 

Everyone wants to see what kind of new talent will appear in this competition. 

The requirements to participate in this competition are very easy, anyone can participate as long as they 

are under 100 years of age, meanwhile there is no limit to the maximum strength for participants, so 

everyone can join this competition. 

"General Shun, please lead this competition." Zhang Shiyun ordered General Shun to lead the 

competition. 

The person who was being ordered by Zhang Shiyun was Shun Buzi who was with Fu Lanling. 



Shun Buzi is currently wearing a battle suit that looks very handsome, Shun Buzi looks like a very 

competent and authoritative general. 

"Your majesty, I will carry out your orders." Shun Buzi immediately lowered his head and agreed to the 

orders given by Zhang Shiyun. 

Shun Buzi is very proud because he can lead in this fighting competition. 

Shun Buzi immediately went to the middle of the arena Martial competition. "Everyone, according to 

Queen’s orders, I will be the judge as well as the person in charge in this battle, I hope the participants 

from the great powers who will take part in this competition can work together and not commit a cheat" 

Shun Buzi gave a short message to the participants, especially those from the royal family, the Gates of 

Eternity Sect, Shaolin, and the Spring Palace. 

Shun Buzi wants this competition to be very fair and there is no such thing as cheating. 

"Alright, I will immediately tell you how the rules of the competition this time, do you see there ?, there 

are a total of 10 seats that represent the rank you will get if you get a good score in each competition, to 

get a score you have to complete each our challenges. "Shun Buzi began to briefly explain the rules of 

this fighting competition. 

"Besides that you don’t need to worry about the final ranking because you will get one chance to 

challenge one of the people who managed to get one of these ten seats, if you can win against the seat 

owner, then you will get a seat. it’s from them. "Shun Buzi told everyone that at the end of the 

competition there will be a chance to challenge the winner, so they have a lot of opportunities in this 

competition. 

"The royal family, the Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin and Spring Palace are invited to choose the best 6 

people who will participate in this competition, while other participants who are not from the royal 

family, the Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin and Spring Palace please go directly to gathered in front of me 

"said Shun Buzi to everyone. 

The participants who were not from the royal family, the Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin and Spring 

Palace immediately gathered in the middle of the arena. 

Meanwhile the royal family, the Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin and Spring Palace were discussing which 

person they would send to take part in this battle competition. 

Since each major power was limited to sending only six people, they had to decide who they would send 

to get the first seat in this competition. 

"Your majesty, are you sure you want to send the people on this list? "Shun Buzi asked the Queen who 

was in front of him. 

Shun Buzi is not sure about Queen’s choice at this time, there are several names of candidates who 

according to Shun Buzi are not eligible to participate in this competition. 

"Do you dare to doubt me?", Queen’s tone turned a little cold when Shun Buzi doubted the choice she 

had made. 

Shun Buzi immediately sweated, he trembled when he felt the aura of Queen who was angry with him. 



"Your majesty, forgive me, I will not dare to do that, I will immediately carry out your orders" Shun Buzi 

doesn’t waste any more time, Shun Buzi immediately went to pick up all the participants who had been 

appointed by Queen, some of whom came from duke families like Ye Chen. 

By the time the royal family was about to pick up the participants, the Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin 

and Spring Palace had finished selecting the best people to take part in this competition. 

The young people sent by the Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin and Spring Palace were the most 

outstanding young talents they possessed. 

Shun Buzi immediately went to Ye Chen’s side. "Are you Ye Chen? "Shun Buzi arrived in front of Ye Chen, 

he asked if it was really Ye Chen who was appointed by the Queen to participate in the competition and 

represent the royal family. 

"Yes, I am Ye Chen, how can I help you? "Ye Chen was a little confused when Shun Buzi came to him. 

"I came to pick you up, you are one of the participants chosen by Queen to represent the royal family" 

Shun Buzi expressed his wish. 

Wu Ping and the people from the Wu Clan were shocked when they heard that Ye Chen will represent 

the royal family in this competition. 

They didn’t expect that Ye Chen would be chosen by Queen to take part in a competition like this. 

It is a great honor when Queen chooses to represent the royal family in this martial competition. 

"Can I refuse it?" Ye Chen tried to reject something like this, he didn’t want to be dragged into 

troublesome things like this. 

Ye Chen’s intention to come here was only to see the competition that was about to take place, he had 

no intention of taking part in this kind of thing. 

Wu Ping and the people from the Wu Clan were shocked at the answer gave Ye Chen, they all didn’t 

expect it to be Ye Chen will refuse a noble offer given by Queen. 

"Sorry, but it looks like you can’t do that, you know if you reject it maybe Majesty will be furious, so you 

should just go along even if you don’t get a good result." Shun Buzi tried to warn Ye Chen not to reject 

this or he would get into trouble from Queen. 

Ye Chen started to look at Zhang Shiyun who was in the distance, Ye Chen saw that Zhang Shiyun was 

slightly blinking the eyes she had at Ye Chen. 

Zhang Shiyun deliberately played naughty with Ye Chen, when in front of Ye Chen, Zhang Shiyun no 

longer looked like a Queen who was so graceful and dignified. 

Zhang Shiyun looked like a naughty woman who liked to tease Ye Chen. 

After the incident at the bathing pool 2 days ago, Zhang Shiyun was getting more and more interested in 

Ye Chen, Ye Chen’s big and gallant little brother often flashed through Zhang Shiyun’s mind. 

Zhang Shiyun wanted so badly to have that big thing inside of her, it would definitely be a lot of fun to 

do. 



"Sigh.. "Ye Chen can only sigh, it looks like Ye Chen can’t get away from this problem. 

Like it or not, he had to take part in this child’s game. 

With Ye Chen’s current strength, it shouldn’t be difficult for Ye Chen to get first place very easily. 

Ye Chen was quite confident in the strength he currently had, it should be that with Ye Chen’s current 

strength, no younger generation would be able to compete against Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was forced to go together with Shun Buzi, he said goodbye to Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu who 

were beside him. 

To be honest, Ye Chen preferred to sit together with Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu to see the match that was 

coming. 

"Husband, cheer up to Win " When Ye Chen went with Shun Buzi, Zhao Yanyan have a cheer to Ye Chen. 

Tens of thousands of pairs of eyes immediately looked at Zhao Yanyan, The young people here felt very 

jealous when they saw Ye Chen received encouragement from Zhao Yanyan who was very beautiful. 

From before, the young men who were here were very jealous of Ye Chen who could sit together with 

beauties like Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu, they also wanted to occasionally sit together with beautiful 

women like Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu. 

Chapter 736 - Martial Competition (2) 

In a very short time, Ye Chen became the public enemy of all the men in this place. 

Ye Chen didn’t care if he became the public enemy of the people in this place, getting encouragement 

word From Zhao Yanyan’s was quite commensurate with being the enemy of the people in this place. 

"Looks like the master will become the new public enemy of the Kunlun Holy Land, fufufufu" of the royal 

palace, Nanhua Caiyi saw that Ye Chen was the enemy of the young people in the colossal stadium. 

"He’s used to being a public enemy, so Ye Chen will definitely ignore things like this," Nangong Xiang 

said to Nanhua Caiyi. 

Nangong Xiang was currently sitting in front of Nanhua Caiyi while sipping the tea that was in her hand. 

It turned out that all this time Nangong Xiang and Nanhua Caiyi were in the royal palace, they both got a 

special seat that could see everything in the colossal stadium without anyone else being able to see the 

two of them. 

It seemed that Zhang Shiyun had prepared this place especially for Nangong Xiang and Nanhua Caiyi to 

be able to see what was happening from a distance. 

"Do you know who the woman is sitting next Yanyan side ?", Nangong Xiang asked Nanhua Caiyi about 

Ye Xiu sitting next Zhao Yanyan side. 

"I don’t know either, is this my first time seeing that woman? "Nanhua Caiyi doesn’t know who the 

woman sitting next Zhao Yanyan side. 



Nanhua Caiyi had never met Ye Xiu, so it wasn’t strange that Nanhua Caiyi didn’t know who Ye Xiu was 

beside Zhao Yanyan. 

Nanhua Caiyi looked straight at Ye Xiu, Nanhua Caiyi was a little jealous of Ye Xiu’s two double peaks 

that were bigger than her current one. 

Women are always like this, they always compare their body shape with that of others who are better 

than theirs. 

"That woman’s aura is very similar to that of the nine-tailed fox race." Nangong Xiang felt that Ye Xiu’s 

aura was very similar to that of the nine-tailed fox race. 

"You are absolutely right, the Nine-Tailed Fox Race has rarely been seen, I thought they had been wiped 

out a long time ago." Nanhua Caiyi also felt the same way as Nangong Xiang. 

The two of them felt that Ye Xiu came from a very rare nine-tailed fox race. 

unfortunately Nanhua Caiyi and Nangong Xiang were quite far from Ye Xiu, so neither of them could 

confirm this. 

"Oh yeah, the women sent by the Spring Palace this time seem extremely strong, they are even slightly 

stronger than the young talent from the Gates of Eternity Sect." Nangong Xiang asked Nanhua Caiyi 

about the beautiful and enchanting women who came from Spring Palace. 

"Looks like she sent the best women available for this event, this time he will definitely want to let 

everyone know about the true power of the Spring Palace." Nanhua Caiyi answered a question from 

Nangong Xiang. 

"Is that woman so confident in the power she currently has that she wants to expose it to the public? ", 

Nangong Xiang asked Nanhua Caiyi again. 

"With the power of the Spring Palace plus the royal family it might be enough to fight the Gates of 

Eternity Sect." Nanhua Caiyi said to Nangong Xiang. 

"Plus I have reached the legendary realm, with my current strength, I believe I can win if I have to fight 

the old monster behind the Gates of Eternity Sect." Nanhua Caiyi said to Nangong Xiang. 

"With the strength you currently have, aren’t you interested in wresting power from that woman? 

",Nangong Xiang asked Nanhua Caiyi. 

"I have absolutely no interest in doing such things, I prefer to stay on the side of the master rather than 

become the mistress of the Spring Palace" Nanhua Caiyi replied. 

"Looks like you can no longer go away from Ye Chen anymore" said Nangong Xiang to Nanhua Caiyi who 

was in front of her. 

Nangong Xiang did not expect that Nanhua Caiyi who was a great elder from the Spring Palace would 

follow a man to this extent, this was an almost impossible thing for anyone from the Spring Palace to 

believe. 



"That’s because Master can give love and happiness that you can never get in the Spring Palace," said 

Nanhua Caiyi to Ye Chen. 

Nanhua Caiyi felt that Ye Chen could give her the happiness and love she wanted, that’s why Nanhua 

Caiyi felt more at home with Ye Chen than returning to the Spring Palace. 

"So that’s how it is" said Nangong Xiang to Nanhua Caiyi. 

"Wasn’t it that a few nights ago you were going to do that with Ye Chen, but why didn’t you do it? 

Nanhua Caiyi asked Nangong Xiang. 

Nanhua Caiyi mentioned the night when Nangong Xiang and Ye Chen would have an even more serious 

relationship. 

Hearing Nanhua Caiyi’s words, Nangong Xiang’s face began to turn red, Nangong Xiang became very 

embarrassed at the direction of this conversation. 

"See the competition is about to start, let’s see." Nangong Xiang hurriedly tried to change the topic of 

conversation they had. 

Nanhua Caiyi smiled when she saw the embarrassed Nangong Xiang, pleasant enough to make a serious 

Goddess like Nangong Xiang into this appearance :). 

Nangong Xiang and Nanhua Caiyi returned to focus their attention on the upcoming competition. 

Meanwhile Ye Chen is currently in the middle of the arena with the other participants. 

Besides Ye Chen, it turns out that Shen Fuma is also one of the people who take part in this competition, 

Shen Fuma’s strength can be said to be decent at his current age, so it is not strange that Shen Fuma can 

participate in this competition. 

Shen Fuma was no longer as arrogant as before, he now lowered his head in embarrassment as if trying 

to avoid the gazes of the people in this place. 

Due to the incident that time, Shen Fuma’s reputation had greatly decreased in the public eye, he was 

now the laughing stock of the people in the royal capital. 

If only Shen Fuma had not been nominated in this competition, Shen Fuma would have preferred to stay 

in the Shen Clan for the time being. 

Too bad Shen Fuma was ordered to participate in this competition, so he had no other choice but to 

come and join this competition. 

If Shen Fuma can get one of the 10 Ranking seats, then Shen Fuma’s reputation can return to the way it 

used to be. 

Shen Fuma is determined to get one of the 10 ranking seats here, it doesn’t matter if Shen Fuma gets 

the last seat, as long as Shen Fuma can get one of those seats then he will get a tremendous benefit in 

the future. 



Ye Chen began to see that the other participants in this place were mostly at the early stage of ancient 

warrior realm, while the participants from the royal family, Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin, and Spring 

Palace had the strength of the 5~7 ancient warrior Realm stage. 

the average age of the people is almost 100 years, so it’s not strange that their strength is strong 

enough. 

It was clear that the comparison of strength between the ordinary participants and those from the royal 

family, the Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin, and the Spring Palace were vastly different. 

"Everyone has gathered in this place, I will tell you what competition you are going to do, first you will 

test your fighting strength, here we have a testing machine that can see how strong your strength is." 

"The higher the score you get, the more points you get, you are free to use all the techniques and 

methods you have to get the best score you can achieve" 

Shun Buzi began explaining the first rule in this competition, the first competition is a battle of strength, 

in here the person who has the most power will get the most Points. 

"Alright, let’s start this competition." Shun Buzi was straightforward, he immediately started this first 

competition. 

Chapter 737 - Martial Competition (3) 

The first participant started trying to show the strength he had to everyone in this place. 

" Bang " the participant uses the strongest technique at his disposal to strike at the measuring device. 

"83,000" 5 digit numbers directly indicated by the measuring instrument of strength. 

The results obtained by this person were quite good, he was able to get a score of 83,000 which was 

already very good. 

After the first participant finished, the second participant immediately came forward and tried the 

strength he had. 

The second participant was much lower than the first participant, this participant was only able to get 

around 74,000. 

One by one the participants started to try their strengths, they all showed all the strengths they had to 

get the best results. 

Among the normal participants who tried, the best would get 88,000, even then his strength was 

already at the 4th stage of ancient warrior realm. 

After all the normal participants showed their strength, now it was the turn for the royal family, the 

Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin, and the Spring Palace to show the strength they possessed. 

Finally the moment that the people had been waiting for arrived as well, they wanted to see what kind 

of strength the young talents who came from the royal family, the Gates of Eternity Sect, Shaolin, and 

the Spring Palace had. 



Participants from the Gates of Eternity Sect got their first turn to begin with. 

"Wow, look at that, isn’t that a genius Mo Coun, I heard that he is already at the 6th stage of Ancient 

Warrior Realm." People became rowdy when the first participant to step forward was Mo Coun. 

Mo Coun was the most powerful participant that the Gates of Eternity Sect had, it was unexpected that 

Mo Coun would be the first to show his strength. 

The people here were very confident that Mo Coun could get a higher score than the normal 

participants. 

Mo Coun started making a strange move on his hand. "Judge’s lightning spell" The area around it started 

to darken a little. 

There were a lot of lightning that started to strike above the previously bright sky. 

The people continued to focus their eyes on Mo Coun who was showing his technique, they would not 

miss the opportunity to see the technique belonging to one of the young elites who came from the 

Gates of Eternity Sect. 

A flash of a sizeable "boom" immediately rushed down, right into the measuring instrument. 

"123,000" six digits immediately appeared which showed the power of the attack that Mo Coun just 

used. 

Normal participants were very surprised when they saw the results that Mo Coun had managed to get , 

this was much higher than what they got. 

" applause. . ., applause. . ., applause. . ., "Everyone applauded when they saw Mo Coun’s results. 

After he finished showing his abilities, Mo Coun returned to the place where the people from the Gates 

of Eternity Sect were. 

After Mo Coun it is now turn for the next participant from the Gates of Eternity Sect, among the 

participants from the Gates of Eternity Sect, none of them have been able to pass Mo Coun’s score, Mo 

Coun’s score is still the highest to time. 

After all the participants from the Gates of Eternity Sect had finished showing their strength, it was time 

for Shaolin to show the strength they possessed. 

The first participant to advance from Shaolin was Tai Ji, he had the strength of the 6th stage of Ancient 

Warrior Realm just like Mo Coun. 

Tai Ji started to cup his hands together, he began to concentrate on using his own techniques. 

After cupping his hands, Tai Ji made a slight strange movement of "five finger buddha palms." brought 

Tai Ji immediately his palms forward. 

A large, yellow palm projection shot straight towards the measuring device. 

"Boom", a huge explosion that was not inferior to Mo Coun’s happened. 

"119,000" it is a unfortunately that Tai Ji’s score is lower than Mo Coun’s. 



" applause. . ., applause. . ., applause. . , "Even though score Tai Ji’s was lower, everyone applauded 

because Tai Ji was showing such a very interesting spectacle. 

Tai Ji looked down and thanked everyone who applauded him, a character that belongs to Tai Ji was 

better than arrogant Mo Coun. 

After Tai Ji, the other participants from Shaolin showed their strength, unfortunately none of them were 

able to pass the score obtained by Tai Ji or Mo Coun. 

After Shalon, now it was the turn of the beautiful and sexy women from the Spring Palace to show their 

abilities. 

The people in this place wouldn’t expect much more than the results obtained by women, they all knew 

that the Spring Palace was not that great in terms of strength. 

The Spring Palace was great at flirting and charm techniques, they weren’t that great when it came to 

strength. 

The first woman from the Spring Palace came forward, this woman was beautiful and had a very well 

developed body, plus this woman was taller than the average woman which made a special attraction 

for those who saw her. 

The male audience especially tried not to stare at the beautiful women from the Spring Palace, they 

didn’t want to be fooled by this woman’s charm. 

This woman’s name was Yui Miu, she was the strongest young woman in the Spring Palace. 

Yui Miu started to do a dance that was very seductive, men of all ages who were here started to get 

excited when they saw the dance performed by Yui Mui. 

"Blossom Circle Dance" around Yui Mui’s body started to emerge several Blossom flower petals which 

were spinning very fast like a hurricane. 

The petals of this Blossom flower were getting bigger and bigger until they hit the measuring tool. 

"Boom" a fairly powerful wind explosion occurred, when the Blossom Circle Dance hit the gauge. 

"131,000" the number that appeared made everyone here hold their breath, they did not expect that 

the woman from the Spring Palace was able to obtain a yield much higher than Mo Coun’s who came 

from the Gates of Eternity Sect. 

The audience could no longer say when they saw this, the woman from the Spring Palace whom they 

thought was weak from the start turned out to have a much stronger strength than all the participants 

who had previously shown their strength. 

Yui Mui felt very satisfied with the results she had just received, this was really something she had in 

mind. 

After finishing showing the abilities she had, Yui Mui stepped off the arena and returned to the place 

where the participants from the Spring Palace were. 



Everything happened so fast, people didn’t have time to react to applauding Yui Mui who had managed 

to get a fairly high score. 

Next was the second participant who came from the Spring Palace, this second participant had a face 

and stature that was very similar to Yui Mui, the difference was that this woman was slightly shorter 

than Yui Mui. 

This woman is Yui Mi, she is the younger sister of Yui Mui, after her older sister has shown the strength 

she has, now it is the turn of the younger sister to show her abilities. 

Yui Mi Starting to raise her right hand, Yui Mi’s right hand appeared a very beautiful green lotus petal, 

the lotus petals on Yui Mi’s palm grew bigger until it was the size of a basketball. 

"Lotus Wind Explosion" lotus flower petals began to leave Yui Mi’s hand towards the measuring device. 

"Boom." When the Lotus Wind Explosion got so close to the measuring device, an extremely large and 

powerful wind explosion occurred. 

The entire colossal stadium became very windy when the Lotus Wind Explosion occurred. 

Chapter 738 - Ye Chen Was Laughed By The Audience 

"130,000", the score that Yui Mi managed to get made all the viewers here shocked again. 

They didn’t expect that Yui Mi would get a higher score than Mo Coun. 

This incident completely exceeded the expectations that all the spectators who were in this place had 

previously thought. 

Once again, the Spring Palace made the people who were here shocked. 

Yui Mi smiled with interest when she saw the results she had achieved, she got the results she wanted. 

After getting the result she wanted Yui Mi to immediately return to Yui Mui’s side, she smiled at her 

older sister. 

This result made the faces of the people from the Gates of Eternity Sect and Shaolin darken, especially 

Mo Coun and Tai Ji, they both did not expect to be defeated by a woman from the Spring Palace who 

was notoriously weak in battle. 

It was a shame when the two of them were defeated by the woman from the Spring Palace. 

If the two of them had known this beforehand, Mo Coun and Tai Ji would definitely use their full 

strength for this first competition. 

From the start Mo Coun and Tai Ji still hadn’t shown the strength they had, they still kept full strength 

for the latter later. 

It wasn’t good to expose the powers they had too early, it was better to save the strength they had 

because it was too early to show their full strength. 

" applause. . ., applause. . ., applause. . ., "People have no other choice but to applaud Yui Mui and Yui 

Mi for what they both have done. 



After Yui Mui and Yui Mi, the other participants from the Spring Palace began to show their strength, it 

was a shame that the other participants from the Spring Palace were unable to exceed the value 

possessed by Mo Coun and Tai Ji. 

Even though they were unable to exceed the scores obtained by Mo Coun and Tai Ji, these women were 

still above the other participants from the Gates of Eternity Sect and Shaolin. 

This result again made people disbelieve, the ordinary Spring Palace was quite weak in terms of strength 

suddenly became very strong after these hundreds of years. 

After the participants from the Spring Palace finished, now it was the turn of the participants from the 

royal family. 

Everyone was waiting whether the royal family would fall far behind from the Spring Palace, Gates of 

Eternity Sect and Shaolin or not. 

The first participant to come forward was the most powerful person among all the participants who 

came from the royal family. 

If I’m not mistaken, this person’s name is Zhang Jingu, he is currently at the sixth stage of ancient 

warrior realm. 

From Zhang Jingu’s cultivation base, he was the strongest among the other participants as only the 5th 

ancient warrior realm. 

Zhang Jingu started to raise his left hand slightly inclined backwards while the front formed like the tip 

of a spear. 

The flames began to envelop Zhang Jingu’s hand, Zhang Jingu’s hand now looked like a spear of fire 

which was quite hot. 

"Flame Spear Blast" Zhang Jingu’s immediately charged towards the front, he immediately stabbed the 

power gauge with his hand which was now like a fire spear which was quite powerful. 

"Boom" was a pretty decent explosion in the middle of the arena. 

Everyone was waiting for Zhang Jingu’s results, they wanted to see if Zhang Jingu was able to pass Mo 

Coun and Tai Ji’s score, or even surpass Yui Mui and Yui Mi’s score. 

"114,000" six digit numbers reappeared, it’s a shame that Zhang Jingu’s score is still far below Tai Ji’s 

score. 

Zhang Jingu’s strength was still unable to pass the score obtained by Tai Ji. 

Zhang Jingu was disappointed with the results he had just received, Zhang Jingu stepped out of the 

arena a little cheaply and returned to where he was. 

After Zhang Jingu stepped down, it was Shen Fuma’s turn to show the strength he had. 

When Shen Fuma went up, Shen Fuma received several unpleasant gazes from the spectators who were 

on the seats. 



Shen Fuma’s reputation as an imposter has spread all over the capital, so it wouldn’t be strange for 

these people to be a little cynical towards Shen Fuma. 

Shen Fuma started to ignore the gazes from these people, what he needed right now was to show his 

strength to everyone who was here so that everyone would know how strong he was right now. 

Shen Fuma started to fully concentrate, he had to use all his abilities to get the best score. 

Shen Fuma’s hand began to form like a claw, a profound wind energy began to envelop Shen Fuma’s 

hand. 

Shen Fuma started to swing his hand forward. "Wind Claw slash." The 5 claw slashes of wind 

immediately moved towards the power gauge. 

"Boom" A wind blast occurred, this wind blast was quite strong and capable of a strong blow. 

"115,000" The score obtained by Shen Fuma appeared, Shen Fuma’s score was slightly higher than 

Zhang Jingu’s. 

Even though Shen Fuma is still at the fifth level, it is unexpected that Shen Fuma is able to surpass Pei 

Jingu’s strength who is in the 6th stage of Ancient Warrior Realm. 

This is a pretty great thing for Shen Fuma to do. 

Shen Ao who is in the distance is happy that his son is getting good results, this will show that the 

strength of the Shen Clan is far higher than that of the royal family. 

After the Shen Clan managed to take control of this land, the Shen Clan’s strength would definitely 

increase by leaps and bounds from now on. 

Shen Ao couldn’t wait to see Shen Clan become a strong Clan and be able to rule all of this Kunlun Holy 

Land. 

After Shen Fuma came down, it was time for Ye Chen to show his strength. 

In contrast to the other participants, Ye Chen advanced and drew closer to the power gauge. 

Ye Chen didn’t look like he wanted to use the technique he had to attack this power gauge. 

Sure enough, Ye Chen only used an ordinary punch to hit this power gauge. 

"Bam" Ye Chen’s punch hit the power gauge. 

"50,000" A 5-digit score appeared in the eyes of all the spectators here. 

"Hahaha" some of the audience who were here laughed when they saw Ye Chen get a very low score, 

the score that Ye Chen got was very low, even lower than the normal participants who participated in 

this event. 

The audience began to wonder how someone like Ye Chen could be included in this kind of competition, 

whether the royal family really didn’t have other young talents to the point that they had to make 

someone this weak to represent them. 



While the faces of the participants from the royal family darkened, what Ye Chen did just now clearly 

made them all lose face. 

Among the participants from the royal family, only Shen Fuma alone looks happy when Ye Chen was 

laughed at by the people in this place. 

Shen Fuma was very satisfied to see Ye Chen being laughed at by the audience in this place. 

Zhao Yanyan, Ye Xiu, Zhang Shiyun, Xing Mei and Nanhua Caiyi were confused about what Ye Chen was 

doing. 

Why did Ye Chen hit a very small score, with Ye Chen’s strong strength, Zhao Yanyan, Ye Xiu, Zhang 

Shiyun, Xing Mei, and Nanhua Caiyi were sure that Ye Chen could get a very high score. 

However, Ye Chen didn’t do that, he instead made his score as low as possible. 

"naughty boy, what are you actually doing, why don’t you show a little of your true strength, do you 

want to make Queen lose face in front of everyone" Zhang Shiyun was annoyed at Ye Chen who didn’t 

mean it in this matter. 

Even though Zhang Shiyun really believed that Ye Chen could win this competition very easily, it was 

unexpected that something like this would actually happen. 

"Looks like I have to make him serious a little, if he continues like this then I will really lose face." Zhang 

Shiyun had to do something so that Ye Chen wanted to be serious in this competition. 

After much thought Zhang Shiyun had a means by which to make Ye Chen become serious about this 

competition. 

Zhang Shiyun immediately sent a message to Shun Buzi, after which he wanted Shun Buzi to give all the 

participants time to rest so that Zhang Shiyun would have time to talk to Ye Chen alone in another place. 

Chapter 739 - Talk To Zhang Shiyun In Queen's Identity 

Ye Chen didn’t care what people thought, Ye Chen could still get first place even if he didn’t get a place 

in a competition like this. 

At first Ye Chen wanted to show a little strength in this competition, but after listening to Shun Buzi’s 

words just now, Ye Chen changed his mind. 

It would be better if Ye Chen waited and challenged the first position at the last time, after all, Shun Buzi 

said that every participant had the opportunity to challenge the one who managed to get a seat. 

That way Ye Chen didn’t have to bother with this game, all he needed to do was wait until it was time to 

challenge the seat owner. 

This is better than wasting time on this kind of thing. 

After showing his strength, Ye Chen immediately stepped down from the arena, he returned to his seat. 

When Ye Chen returned to the side of the participant who came from the royal family, Ye Chen got a 

look of dissatisfaction that came from the people from the royal family. 



Ye Chen knew that these people were angry with him for getting too bad a result. 

" Hey.. .. hey.. ., why are you looking at me like that, take it easy guys " Ye Chen said to the participants 

from the royal family who were beside him. 

The participants from the royal family felt very annoyed at Ye Chen, if only they weren’t currently in 

front of the public, maybe they would beat Ye Chen because of what Ye Chen just did. 

Ye Chen was very, very relaxed, he didn’t care about this, he had already determined the final result that 

was suitable for himself. 

Shun Buzi doesn’t believe that the person chosen by the Queen himself will become so weak, it looks 

like the royal family will get their position again this year. 

Shun Buzi continued this competition, the participants from the royal family have not all shown the 

strength they have. 

It was because of this that Shun Buzi instructed participants from the royal family who had not yet 

appeared. 

The rest of the participants from the royal family showed the strength they possessed, unfortunately the 

strength of these people was still weaker than the participants from the Spring Palace, Gates of Eternity 

Sect and Shaolin. 

The people from the royal capital were extremely disappointed with the results of this first stage 

competition, the result this time was very clear that the royal family was given the last seat. 

The first seat belongs to Yui Mui, while the second seat is currently owned by Yui Mi who is Yui Mui’s 

younger sister. 

These two women from the Spring Palace were actually 1st and 2nd place. 

In the 3rd and 4th seats were Mo Coun and Tai Ji. 

Meanwhile Zhang Jingu is in seat 7 and Shen Fuma is in seat 6 positions. seat 5,8, 9 and 10 are 

dominated by women from Spring Palace. 

This time, Spring Palace immediately got 6 positions at once which made everyone surprised. 

The spring palace, which was underestimated by the people in this place, suddenly grabbed 6 seats at a 

time. 

All the participants from the Spring Palace were given their own seats, this was an incredible thing. 

The competition is still not over, their position can still change at any time because there will still be 

other matches that they have to pass to maintain the position of the seat they have currently won. 

"I give you 1 hour to recover, after 1 hour the match will continue to the next stage" Shun Buzi told all 

the participants to recuperate before the next match was held. 

Shun Buzi had received orders from Zhang Shiyun to temporarily stop the match. 

Shun Buzi did not dare to disobey the orders given by Queen, he only dared to obey Queen’s orders. 



Given a time to rest, everyone took advantage of this opportunity to recuperate as well as prepare their 

plans for the second match. 

Seeing that there was a break, Ye Chen intended to return to Zhao Yanyan and Ye Xiu’s side, here Ye 

Chen felt isolated by the participants who were by his side. 

"Ye Chen come here, majesty calls you." When Ye Chen wanted to go to Zhao Yanyan’s side, Shun Buzi 

stopped Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen that Zhang Shiyun wanted to talk privately with Ye Chen. 

Hearing this, the participants from the royal family felt very sorry for Ye Chen, they all started to suspect 

Zhang Shiyun’s reason for calling Ye Chen. 

It was certain that Ye Chen would get a punishment for not getting a good score for the competition just 

now. 

"Alright." Ye Chen was very excited when he heard this, finally Ye Chen was able to talk privately with 

Zhang Shiyun. 

There were so many things that Ye Chen wanted to talk about with Zhang Shiyun, especially why Zhang 

Shiyun had lied to him from the start. 

Ye Chen followed Shun Buzi to leave this place to meet Zhang Shiyun. 

It just so happened that Zhang Shiyun had just left the throne she had, no one knew where Zhang Shiyun 

was going, no one would dare to stop Zhang Shiyun wherever she went. 

Shun Buzi asked Ye Chen left the colossal stadium, they both went to a garden in the royal palace. 

It so happened that in the middle of this garden there was a pavilion that looked very nice and luxurious. 

Zhang Shiyun was sitting in the pavilion staring at the flowers around here. 

Zhang Shiyun looked very beautiful and graceful when she did this kind of thing. 

"Your Majesty, I have brought Ye Chen here." Shun Buzi reported that he had brought Ye Chen here. 

Zhang Shiyun immediately turned her eyesight towards Ye Chen who had just arrived. 

Zhang Shiyun gave a smile full of flowers to Ye Chen who was in front of her. 

" General Shun, you can go and leave both of us. " ,Zhang Shiyun gave orders to Shun Buzi to leave 

himself together with Ye Chen is alone. 

Shun Buzi was very obedient, he let Ye Chen be alone with Queen in a place like this. 

Shun Buzi wasn’t worried about Queen’s safety at all, instead he felt a little sorry for Ye Chen who might 

get into trouble that is not needed. 

Shun Buzi left this park, now in this park only Ye Chen and Zhang Shiyun are left. 

" Ye Chen, why are you just standing there, come and sit in front of me. "Zhang Shiyun told Ye Chen to 

come and sit in front of her. 



Ye Chen advanced towards where Zhang Shiyun was, he sat on the chair that was in front of Zhang 

Shiyun. 

After Ye Chen sat in front of her, Zhang Shiyun poured Ye Chen a tea. 

The people of Zhang Shiyun would definitely not believe that an honorable Queen would pour Ye Chen 

tea. 

"Please have a drink." Zhang Shiyun invited Ye Chen to drink the tea she had just poured. 

Ye Chen took the teacup that Zhang Shiyun had just poured. 

"You didn’t put anything weird in my drink ?" Ye Chen asked Zhang Shiyun who was in front of him. 

"Fufufu, why would I do something like that, there is no point in me doing something like that to you, I 

know you are much smarter than me, if you find strange things you must know better than myself." 

Zhang Shiyun giggled to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen looked straight at Zhang Shiyun who was in front of him, this woman was still the Zhang Shiyun 

that Ye Chen had previously known. 

"I still don’t believe that you are the Queen who controls a part of this Kunlun Holy Land." Ye Chen still 

didn’t believe that Zhang Shiyun was a Queen. 

Chapter 740 - An Offer From Zhang Shiyun 

"Are you surprised to know the real identity I have?", Zhang Shiyun asked Ye Chen. 

"Of course I’m surprised, a sexy, flirtatious and seductive woman like you really is a Queen that makes 

me almost don’t believe it" said Ye Chen to Zhang Shiyun who was 

"fufufu, really" Zhang Shiyun giggled when listening to this. 

Zhang Shiyun looked very happy when she found out that Ye Chen was surprised to find out the identity 

she had. 

It seems like the surprise she gave Ye Chen worked, Ye Chen was really surprised to find out that she 

was Queen. 

"Let’s get back to the core issue, why are you watching me from the start, what exactly do you want to 

pretend like that in front of me?" "Ye Chen wants to know why Zhang Shiyun did things like this to him. 

Ye Chen was very sure that Zhang Shiyun wanted something from him, otherwise how could Zhang 

Shiyun take the initiative to approach him. 

"Why do you think I suddenly took the initiative to approach you?", Zhang Shiyun asked Ye Chen back. 

"If I knew the answer , I would not ask you" Ye Chen immediately answered the question from. 

"Do you really don’t know the reason I approached you from the start?", Zhang Shiyun asked Ye Chen 

again. 



"Why are you rambling on like that, just tell me why you approached me, is it difficult? ", Ye Chen said to 

Zhang Shiyun. 

"So you still don’t know why I approached you, it’s very simple, I approached you because I wanted you" 

Zhang Shiyun said while pointing at Ye Chen. 

Zhang Shiyun expressed what she wanted, from the start Zhang Shiyun had targeted Ye Chen to be hers. 

"You want to target me, what do I have that you want to target me? ",Ye Chen asked Zhang Shiyun. 

"You have everything this Queen wants, you are strong, smart, handsome and brave at a very young 

age, this Queen really likes you" said Zhang Shiyun to Ye Chen. 

"So that’s what you seek from me?" Ye Chen said to Zhang Shiyun. 

Ye Chen did not expect that Zhang Shiyun would aim for good things from him. 

"One more thing that I haven’t said yet, I like this thing that’s beneath you." Zhang Shiyun used her legs 

which were currently using her soft and smooth legs to tease Ye Chen’s younger brother. 

Ye Chen’s younger brother who was below immediately got up because of this, Zhang Shiyun really 

knew how to make Ye Chen excited. 

"Majesty please don’t do this, I’m just an ordinary young man so please don’t do this to me" Ye Chen 

suddenly asked for forgiveness from Zhang Shiyun. 

Zhang Shiyun’s current status is Queen, how could Ye Chen dare to fight Zhang Shiyun who has the 

identity of Queen. 

Ye Chen might become the enemy of everyone in the royal capital. 

According to Ye Chen Zhang Shiyun is a Queen who is highly respected by all of her people, Ye Chen 

could see that from the attitude of the people towards Zhang Shiyun. 

Everyone previously seemed to respect Zhang Shiyun, that’s why Ye Chen firmly believed that Zhang 

Shiyun’s people liked Zhang Shiyun. 

Zhang Shiyun did not rule tyrants which was why all the people liked her regardless of Zhang Shiyun’s 

hobby of flirting with men. 

Zhang Shiyun felt even more anxious when she saw Ye Chen’s behavior, she felt like she wanted to play 

with Ye Chen on the bed. 

"It’s good if you are afraid of this Queen, from now on you have to obey what I want" Zhang Shiyun said 

that Ye Chen must obey what he wants. 

"Hahahaha" Ye Chen laughed at what Zhang Shiyun had just said, from the start Ye Chen just wanted to 

joke a little with Zhang Shiyun. 

He did not expect that Zhang Shiyun would take his words seriously. 

"Ye Chen , why are you laughing, is there anything funny?" Zhang Shiyun asked Ye Chen. 



"Of course what you did just now was quite funny." Ye Chen told Zhang Shiyun that what he just did was 

very funny. 

Zhang Shiyun was still not aware of what made Ye Chen laugh. 

After thinking for a while Zhang Shiyun finally understood what made Ye Chen laugh. 

It turned out that Ye Chen was laughing at the words she just said. 

Zhang Shiyun began to feel ashamed of herself, Zhang Shiyun forgot who Ye Chen was in front of her, 

how could this man be afraid of the status he had considering that Ye Chen’s strength was above her. 

Ye Chen felt even more happy when he saw Zhang Shiyun’s face turn slightly red. 

Finally this woman showed what little shame she had. 

Zhang Shiyun tried to restore the appearance of the Queen that she had, as a Queen who was very 

experienced, Zhang Shiyun could easily restore her appearance and image as before. 

"Ye Chen, let’s go back to the focus of the conversation first, do you know why I called you here? "Zhang 

Shiyun tried to change the subject. 

If they continued with the previous conversation, then Zhang Shiyun would still lose face in front of Ye 

Chen. 

"There’s no way you called me here just to drink tea, what else do you really want from me?" Ye Chen 

asked Zhang Shiyun. 

"It’s simple, I want you to be more serious in the competition that is currently going on." Zhang Shiyun 

got to the point, she wanted Ye Chen to be more serious in the competition. 

"That’s why I have to be serious, this is just a competition that is not very useful for me" replied Ye Chen 

to Zhang Shiyun. 

Ye Chen said to Zhang Shiyun that this competition did not really benefit him, from the start Ye Chen 

was not interested in participating in this kind of thing, but because Zhang Shiyun forced him, Ye Chen 

would not want to participate in this. 

"I know that you are not very interested in this considering the prizes of this competition are not that 

much, but I want you to help me a little to make the royal family name shine again, can’t you do that for 

this Queen?", Asked Zhang Shiyun in a tone that very soft. 

Zhang Shiyun’s words just now can definitely make every man who heard her feel melted and will obey 

Zhang Shiyun’s words. 

Unfortunately Ye Chen was not an ordinary man, he had heard a very gentle voice more than Zhang 

Shiyun, so Ye Chen was completely unfazed by Zhang Shiyun’s words. 

"Majesty you won’t be able to seduce this man with that Charm technique you have." Ye Chen told 

Zhang Shiyun to stop right now because there was no point in using charm techniques on him. 

Zhang Shiyun was very annoyed, why didn’t the Charm technique she had work on Ye Chen at all. 



If only Zhang Shiyun’s Charm technique could work, then it would make it easier for Zhang Shiyun to get 

Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen how about this, if you can get good results in the competition, then this Queen will give you a 

special gift and grant your one wish" said Zhang Shiyun to Ye Chen. 

Seeing that all means didn’t work against Ye Chen, Zhang Shiyun had no way but to give a reward if Ye 

Chen could get a satisfactory result in this competition. 

"What gifts can you give me? "Ye Chen wants to know what gift Zhang Shiyun can give him. 

"I will give anything even if it is myself" replied Zhang Shiyun to Ye Chen. 

Zhang Shiyun really offered Ye Chen a tantalizing thing. 

Zhang Shiyun was currently using both of her hands to hold her chin, Zhang Shiyun also smiled softly at 

Ye Chen, she was really waiting for the answer that Ye Chen would give. 

Zhang Shiyun’s offer was already very good, there was no way a man would refuse such a lucrative offer. 

Ye Chen looked at Zhang Shiyun, this woman really made an offer that was very difficult for even Ye 

Chen to refuse. 

Ye Chen began to be careful whether he should accept Zhang Shiyun’s offer or not. 

If Ye Chen agreed to this offer then Ye Chen could ask for the Ginseng of life edge from Zhang Shiyun’s 

hand. 

On the other side, Ye Chen was wary of Zhang Shiyun’s covert plot against him, this woman might be 

aiming for something he had, otherwise how could Zhang Shiyun make an offer like this. 

"How about Ye Chen, whether you want it or not, this Queen is waiting for your answer immediately." 

Zhang Shiyun tried to urge Ye Chen to immediately give an answer that could satisfy her. 

After thinking for a long time, Ye Chen felt that the Ginseng of life edge was more valuable, so it was fine 

for him to take a risk to deal with Zhang Shiyun’s hidden plan. 

"Fine, I agree with that, but how can I believe that you won’t lie to me when the time comes?", Ye Chen 

said to Zhang Shiyun. 

"This queen will never return to her words so you don’t have to worry," said Zhang Shiyun to Ye Chen. 

"I’ll take your word for it just now," Ye Chen said to Zhang Shiyun. 

Zhang Shiyun smiled wryly at Ye Chen, she saw that Ye Chen still didn’t fully believe in herself. 

The business has been resolved, it’s time to flirt a little with Ye Chen before the second half begins. 

" Ye Chen, if this Queen dares to lie to you, this Queen is afraid of being hit by the younger brother down 

here. " Zhang Shiyun returned to using her soft legs to tease Ye. Chen. 

Zhang Shiyun seemed to like the big thing below, he felt like he wanted to immediately play with the big 

thing below. 



 


